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PEDESTRIANIZATION AND A SKYWAY CONNECTION PROPOSAL FOR 
STOCKHOLM CITY CENTER 
SUMMARY  
Due to the new campaigns for the environmental friendly cities, people are encouraged to 
experience walking and take the advantages of the urban life. However, they usually 
avoid making this activity since they visit the central core just to fulfill their needs as 
grocery shopping, passing through transportation nodes, etc. 
Pedestrian streets are reflects of the city‟s social and cultural life, which make important 
impression on visitors mind. They are catchy since people can experience it better on 
foot. On the other hand, continuity is necessary on pedestrian streets to keep it vital. 
Moreover, in recent years on the street level, car domination is obviously seen which 
disturbs pedestrians since they cross with pedestrian streets. Thus, continuity of the 
pedestrian streets is interrupted and it repulses people.  
Sveävagen is one of the major streets in Stockholm City. While it separates east and west, 
it reveals social difference between two as well. It can even be felt on the pedestrian 
streets facades although there is only 20 meters distance between two parts. 
This thesis is going to discuss the requirements and the expectations of pedestrians in the 
Central district and put forward new proposals in order to attract people more, with a new 
linkage design which aims to enliven the city,  provide continuity on pedestrian‟s walking 
activity and relate east and west part of the Stockholm City. 
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xv 
YAYALAġTIRMA VE STOCKHOLM ġEHĠR MERKEZĠ ĠÇĠN ÜST GEÇĠT 
ÖNERĠSĠ 
ÖZET 
Çevre dostu şehirler kapsamında  son yıllarda yapılan kampanyalar ile insanlar  yürümeye 
ve yaşadıkların kentin imkanlarından yararlanmaya teşvik edilmektedirler. Bu sebeple 
belediyeler kent merkezlerinde yayalaştırma projelerine önem vermektedirler.  Fakat 
çoğunlukla yürüme aktivitesinden kaçınan insanlar, şehir merkezlerini sadece 
güzergahları üzerinde ise ziyaret etmektedirler.  
Yaya alanları kentin sosyal ve kültürel yansımaları gibidir. Bu nedenle de ziyaretçiler 
üzerinde bıraktıkları izlenim önemlidir. Araç içinde bir caddeyi geçmektense yürüyerek 
deneyimlemek orayı daha iyi algılamaya ve akılda kalmasında etkili olur. Diğer yandan, 
yaya yollarındaki devamlılık, canlı kalması açısından önemlidir.  
Bunun yanısıra, son yıllarda araçların caddeler üzerindeki artan baskınlığı açıkça 
görülmektedir. Bu durumun yayaları en çok rahatsız eden yönü araç trafiğinin yaya 
yolları ile kesişmesiyle yayaları duraksatması ve yaya yolundaki devamlılığı bozmasıdır.  
Sveavägen Stockholm şehrinde doğu ile batıyı ayıran en önemli ana caddelerden biridir. 
Doğu ile batıyı ayırırken, iki taraf arasındaki sosyal farklılığı da ortaya çıkarmaktadır. İki 
taraf arasında sadece 20 metre olmasına rağmen, bu farklılık yaya alışveriş caddelerinin 
cephelerinde bile hissedilmektedir.  
Bu tez ile yayaların kentin merkezi ile ilgili beklenti ve istekleri tartışılacak ve yayaları 
merkeze daha çok çekecek bir bağlantı önerisi sunulacaktır.  Bu bağlantı önerisi ile 
yayaların yürüme aktivitesindeki devamlılığın  sağlanması,  merkezin daha canlı 
tutulması ve Stokholm şehrinin doğusu ile batısının ilişkilendirilmesi beklenmektedir. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Today car domination in the central districts of cities, keep pedestrians away from 
the streets since only narrow sidewalks left for walking, whereas pedestrian friendly 
districts are the appreciable part of the attractiveness and vitality in the central 
districts. It appeals public with the different paving, wider walkways, catchy street 
furniture, etc hence they are often the most crowded streets in a city. In other words 
the more people visit the more social interaction is seen, thus the city will be alive. 
On the other hand, pedestrian connectivity is one of the important issues that 
continuity will make a sensation on public and hereby that zone will be viable. 
Several factors disturb people during their walking activity so they avoid and prefer 
public or private transportation. One of them is that they do not want to be stopped 
by car traffic; at least they do not want to wait too long for the traffic lights.  
The other one is that they do not want to change level with steps, escalators or 
elevators while they are walking. They find it hard so they feel the need of changing 
their direction to reach the destination in the easiest way. The new strategic 
comprehensive plan for Stockholm was decided upon in March 2010. In Swedish, it 
is called “Promenadstaden” which has the English translation “The walkable city”. 
The general idea of the development for the future Stockholm is to improve 
connections between different areas and places. Walkability is the number one issue 
and symbol of future planning efforts. This thesis tries to apply this vision on a 
specific place in Stockholm City center. 
Stockholm has long been one of Sweden‟s most important cultural, economic, 
political centers. It is obvious if it is examined closely that Norrmalm district has the 
highest attractiveness in Stockholm that it is the social, cultural, economic heart of 
the city. It is mostly Drottninggatan, which keeps Norrmalm vital and attractive since 
it is a major pedestrian street. 
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Beside Drottninggatan there are some other pedestrian streets, too that Stockholm‟s 
streets worth to be seen on foot as there are numerous stores, cafés, impressive 
architectural reflections, however they are disconnected. If people spend more time 
on walking rather than taking a motorized vehicle, they can have the opportunity of 
discovering the streets. To be a part of city life it is obvious that to be in the 
motorized vehicles are not the best way. 
However, Stockholm does not provide a perfect environment for that activity 
because of its climatic conditions and the disconnection between the pedestrian 
streets. It has a cold weather that during 9 months it does not allow to stroll around 
without feeling chilly or being affected by wind, rain or snow. 
As a result, it is proposed to connect pedestrian streets in this city with alternative 
walking ways and pocket parks in order not to interrupt people‟s walking activity and 
to encourage them to take a step. 
1.1 Purpose of the Thesis 
The purpose of this study is to summarize and evaluate methods to emphasis the 
importance of pedestrian mobility and to improve a continuous pedestrian network in 
order to make people use all the streets in city center to keep it vital and to prevent 
unsafe conditions on minor roads with a case study on central district area in the 
radius of Biblioteksgatan and Drottninggatan in Stockholm which offers a skywalk 
crossing over Sveavägen. 
While linking the distinct pedestrian streets, it is determined that there are not 
enough green spaces in the central district to help people escape in the bustle life of 
this metropolitan city. 
Although the weather conditions do not allow, sheltered pocket parks can be 
suggested to minimize the dense effect of concrete boxes in the city. 
A key decision is to create a pedestrian network with the aim of preventing the 
interruption on walking and at the same time to make this network attractive with 
proposing the alternative access ways and pocket parks. 
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1.2 Limitations 
Location: Biblioteksgatan, Jakobsbergsgatan, Hötorget, Sergel Gatan, Gamla 
Brogatan, Drottninggatan. 
This thesis work is limited with a design proposal on pedestrian network for 
Stockholm City Center, which links city‟s East and West. The economic issues are 
not examined in this work. 
1.3 Definition of Terms 
Pedestrian Streets: They are areas of a city or town in which automobile traffic is 
prohibited and they are landscaped spaces to catch public attention. 
Pedestrianization: Transforming a street or an area to car-free, pedestrian friendly use 
is called pedestrianization. Restricting vehicle access to a street of area for the 
exclusive use of pedestrians is the main purpose of this activity. 
Walkability:  The extent to which the built environment is friendly to the presence of 
people living, shopping, visiting, enjoying or spending time in an area. Affecting 
factors of walkability are defined as the presence or absence and quality and 
characters of sidewalks, traffic and road conditions, land use patterns, building 
accessibilities, and safeness among others. 
Pocket parks: They are the smallest urban parks, which provide breathing lots in 
dense urban areas. They often take place between blocks and are designed with small 
size of plants. They can be opened or sheltered or retractable depending on the 
climatic conditions of the city it is in. It should provide an interesting and calm 
ambiance. 
Pedestrian Network: It is a continuous walking space for public without interruptions 
except intersecting the other open traffic streets. 
1.4 Research Questions and Methodology 
1.4.1 Assertation 
A Linkage above Sveavägen can be a solution for the city to have continuity upon 
pedestrian streets. 
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1.4.2 Research problem of the case study 
Sveavägen is one of the major roads Stockholm and it separates city‟s east and west. 
At the same time, city had composed social and economical differences between 
these two parts, so the authorities decided to come up with an idea for these 
disconnections. 
One of the most obvious problems is that there is a lack of connectivity between 
pedestrian streets of Stockholm. 
Research Questions 
 
1. Why a pedestrian network is needed in a city center? 
2. What is needed to minimize the dense effect of concrete buildings? 
3. What is the lack point for Stockholm City Center? 
4. What is the best way to relate the east and west part of Stockholm for pedestrians? 
5. How can a skyway integrate into Stockholm City Center?  
1.4.3 Methodology 
Along with writing this thesis, two main titles are emphasized which are urban parks 
and pedestrian streets, since they are the major topics of the case study and they are 
explained in detail individually. 
These two topics are selected due to being related with each other and the relation 
between them is the answer of my case study -“to make a linkage between east and 
west of Stockholm with a significant pedestrianization suggestion”. During the 
design proposal, these two topics are integrated with a pedestrian skyway and a green 
roof. 
In the first part Urban Parks are defined with the description of how and why they 
came up, why were they needed? The content of the urban parks are explained with 
the facilities they include, the locations they reside in cities and the supporting 
features they contain. After all urban parks are viewed in four categories due to their 
sizes and functions they serve during the day. In this part, I use the reference of 
Urban Parks Framework of Fairfax County because they had classified countiy‟s 
green areas same  as my project‟s scale.   
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In the secondary part, pedestrian streets are explained starting from the history of it 
and some examples from both United States and Europe are given. Strøget model is 
defined in detail, which is a successful example in pedestrianization since the city 
hosts over 100,000 square meters of car-free streets and squares. Moreover, factors, 
which specify the characteristics of a pedestrian street, are explained in order to 
understand how it is framed.  
On the other hand, importance of pedestrianization is emphasized with the major 
objectives of it. In this part, references are taken from Wallar‟s How to Create a 
Pedestrian Mall and Jacob‟s Death and Life of Great American Cities. In the end of 
this part, three types of pedestrianization are defined according to the levels they are 
as to the street level. 
Particularly levels are considered because in the case study several design proposals 
in different levels are tried due to connecting the east and west of Sveavägen in the 
purpose of linking the pedestrian streets on both sides. In consequence of whole 
proposals it is determined that the most feasible linkage will be a pedestrian bridge 
above the Sveavägen. 
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2.  URBAN PARKS 
During the enlarging period of cities, suburbs had developed and in the meanwhile, 
green open spaces began to get smaller. Industrialization is an important factor to 
affect this change in the city life and following this, leisure time became more 
important for people, because there was an obvious rise in the number of working 
people. 
Beside the large neighborhood parks, in central city districts small parks started to 
occur between the blocks. The reason of this situation is that people needed some 
open spaces to change their moods without any necessity of driving away from the 
central zone. 
 
Figure 2.1 : Central Park, New York, adapted from Url-6. 
2.1 Context of Urban Parks 
The context and location of the urban park can represent in activating public or 
private uses located nearby and vice versa. Well-intended and executed design is 
critical to the viability of this type of park. 
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2.1.1 Function and Focus 
The purpose and function of urban parks is to provide public places for public 
interaction and outdoor recreation in the urban context. Urban parks should contain 
facilities, which are pedestrian-oriented and provide visual enrichment, a perception 
of identity and opportunities for social interactions, enjoyment of outdoor open 
space, small-scale recreation and performing and visual arts. 
Urban parks help to reflect the character and identity of an area. Urban park 
functions may vary with features and facilities that range from social interaction and 
enjoying the outdoors to more active pursuits related to recreation amenities that may 
be included. Urban parks can also act as central civic space for community building 
activities. 
2.1.2 Location 
Urban parks should be created in locations, which are near transit facilities, trail 
systems and high pedestrian traffic areas. Accessibility from a public realm, such as 
streets and sidewalks, expands the public realm into urban park spaces. Access is 
generally preferred by on foot, bicycle and other non – motorized vehicles. 
Commitment among urban public spaces is also desirable. 
2.1.3 Facilities 
Typical facilities within urban parks include seating places, street furniture, public 
art, footpaths, visual elements, focal points, water features, casual food service, 
playgrounds, lighting, bike racks, pedestrian connections, special landscaping, 
transit-oriented amenities, and/or security features.  Urban parks should make people 
feel isolated from the chaotic atmosphere of the city. 
2.1.4 Form and visuals 
These spaces are usually constructed of hardscape and landscape materials that are 
sustainable, and environment friendly. Well-conceived and executed design is 
sensible to their ability of urban parks. As a result, viability and the vitality of the 
urban parks depend on the environmental consciousness and well-designed projects. 
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Figure 2.2 : St. Stephen‟s Green in Dublin, adapted from Url-8. 
2.2 Supporting Features of the Urban Parks 
These features include streetscape elements that enhance the aesthetic and functional 
nature of the public realm. They often relate public and private spaces. These 
features are generally needed to give the urban park or open space an identity and 
make them attractive. 
2.2.1 Focal points  
An urban design element that serves to focus ones attention and add visual interest. 
Visual Amenity   
A single statue, fountain, sign, planter, or work of art that draws attention and adds to 
the character or identity of a place. 
Gateway Feature  
Space such as a median strip, traffic island, or landscaped corner that signals entry 
into an area, creates the first impression of an area and usually contains one or more 
Visual Amenities. 
Building Entry  
Highly designed building entrances provide an identity or amenity that relates to the 
building and may consist of hardscaped elements such as an entry plaza and stairs, 
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Figure 2.3 : The entrance to a county park in USA, adapted from Url-19. 
plantings, seating and visual amenities. These spaces primarily enhance the 
aesthetics of the building with limited provision of public open space. Overall, these 
building entry spaces enhance the overall urban design rather than provide public 
open space. 
Linear Spaces  
These spaces supplement and, in some cases, link the urban park spaces. Many of 
these linear spaces are required for development, redevelopment or public 
infrastructure and are important in connecting and supporting public open space. 
Streetscape  
Vehicle lanes, medians, bike lanes, pedestrian islands, sidewalks, planting strips, 
street furnishings, browsing area, and trees associated with streets. 
Pedestrian Alley  
Mid-block hardscape pedestrian-only connection between buildings. 
Landscaped Connector  
Inter-parcel non-motorized connection surrounded by landscape plantings (Url-9). 
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2.3 Urban Park Types 
Urban park types classified from the very small “pocket park” situated as a by-way 
on a pedestrian oriented travel way to a large civic open space that covers many acres 
and diverse facilities and accommodates large community gatherings. 
Generally, urban areas will contain a variety of urban park types in order to serve 
local leisure needs and support recreation goals, and create or enhance an areas‟ 
sense of culture, liveliness, and identity. It is also important to pursue creative 
solutions to provide an open space and recreation facilities in these areas.  
In this section I will focus on common greens and pocket parks,that they are more 
related with pedestrian scale.  
2.3.1 Common green  
These urban parks include flexible open spaces with open lawn areas, serving as the 
recreation and social focus of a neighborhood or larger area. Their size generally 
depends on the context, function and area. Although a central lawn will be the focus 
of this type of park, it can be designed with multiple “rooms” offering a mix uses for 
different purposes and can support multiple simultaneous activities. 
The Common Green can be defined as simultaneous open space for uses such as 
picnicking, public gatherings, performances and special events. The Common Green 
may include facilities such as off-leash dog areas, landscaping, water features, shade 
structures, gathering areas, amphitheaters, space for public art, and/or hardscape 
areas (Url-9). 
2.3.2 Pocket parks  
These urban parks are usually less than one acre (~ 4000m2), and they are small-
scale open spaces which designed for random use by people who are residents or 
working in the neighboring parks or vest-pocket parks, that they are urban open 
space at the very small scale area. 
A pocket park is designed as a single “room” to provide limited recreational open 
space to enjoy individually or in social interactions. They are also known as mini. 
Usually only few house lot in size or smaller, pocket parks can be spread throughout 
the urban area where they relate with the local population (Url-9). 
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Figure 2.4 : South Bank Public Common Green, Brisbane, adapted from Url-
20. 
These small sized parks tend to act as miniature neighborhood parks; however, they 
still try to meet a variety of needs. Functions of these places can provide a small 
event space, play areas for children, spaces for relaxing or meeting friends, places for 
taking lunch breaks etc. They can be an opportunity for rest and relaxation from the 
activeness of surrounding urban life.  
One of the unique and exciting characteristics of pocket a park is that they can be 
created out of vacant lots or otherwise forgotten spaces. Many pocket parks can be 
the result of community groups, private entities or foundations reclaiming these 
spaces for the benefit of the local neighborhood. Unfortunately, they are sometimes 
easier to create than to maintain because without functional design, community 
support, use and maintenance, they may fall into disrepair. 
They are typically located in dense urban areas hence they have to be feasible for 
intense visits of public. 
By nature, they tend to be spread and do not have connectivity between the others 
because they are usually created opportunistically. With some design proposals, they 
can be connected if they are placed along greenways or bike paths as long as they 
would still be visible and inviting to pedestrians who are also potential users. The 
advantages of these urban spaces are often defined as the following ideas: 
Reduce air pollution 
Make communities safer and more sociable 
Improve health 
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Regenerate run-down areas 
Make neighborhoods vital, place of interest. 
Link pedestrian ways. 
Pocket parks are in residence of a wide collection of different urban spaces. The 
parks are mostly developed on vacant or irregular pieces of land. They vary in 
appearance, character and function; it is the responsibility of the community to 
decide the park‟s designs and uses. 
Some elements, however, are essential to the preservation of every pocket park. 
Parks should be visible from the street to discourage illegal activity; trashcans should 
be provided and emptied frequently, along with regular maintenance (Url-16). 
 
Figure 2.5 : Pocket Park from New York City, USA, adapted from Url-24. 
They are important elements of a vibrant urban environment that large parks are not 
always the feasible solutions. Pocket parks provide breaks for the dense urban life 
since they offer people to meet the natural environment. 
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3.  PEDESTRIAN STREETS 
Pedestrian streets are visual promotion of the inner city, which are the streets with 
regarding street paving and street furniture, includes the fact that no cars are allowed 
on it. They are the place of social interaction and the commercial attractiveness zone 
of the cities since them hostile large number of cafés, restaurants, shops. 
A pedestrian street is often a linear space between buildings where only pedestrian 
traffic is allowed and used for various activities. The process of turning a regular 
street into a pedestrian one is called pedestrianization (Francis, 1987). Several 
connected or disconnected pedestrianized streets are called a pedestrian zone 
(Brambilla & Longo, 1977).  
3.1 History of the Pedestrian Streets 
Since the industrialization period begins, the growing number of cars took up more 
and more space in inner city areas. Pedestrians were referred to narrow sidewalks 
while cars got as many lanes as possible on the old streets. This led to a counter-
reaction in the 1960s when people demanded to reconquer the city from the cars. 
Already during the reconstruction of war-torn Germany and the Netherlands in the 
1950s, some car-free streets had been built to lure consumers to shop. 
 
Figure 3.1: Old Pedestrian Street from Buenos Aires, adapted from Url-5. 
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The model was inspired from American shopping malls, where people step out of 
their cars to walk around and shop. This commercial model of car-free streets 
became common in many western European countries during the 1960s and 1970s. 
One of the most famous pedestrian districts that have served as an example for many 
other cities is Copenhagen‟s Strøget that opened in 1962. Today the city hosts 
100,000 square meters of car-free streets and squares (Gehl & Gemzøe, 2001). 
Kalamazoo (Michigan) was the first American city to adopt a pedestrian street for 
their downtown area, closing two blocks of Burdick Street to car traffic. Victor 
Gruen Associates planned this approach in 1959. Like the rest of the country, 
Kalamazoo faced urban decay. The growth of suburban shopping centers raised fears 
that downtown would lose its place as the business and cultural heart of the 
community. The city hoped that a mall would bring back business and counter the 
decline in real estate values so the city went for revitalization. 
 
Figure 3.2: Kalamazoo Mall, Ca. 1960, adapted from Url-15. 
Beside Kalamazoo Downtown, Strøget (Copenhagen, Denmark) is the oldest 
pedestrian Street in Europe, which was closed for ordinary traffic in 1962. During the 
1950s, the street had closed to traffic for a couple of days at Christmas. In 1962, the 
closure was "half disguised" as an extended holiday closure, but the road has 
remained closed since. The idea was controversial, some people believing that the 
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Danes did not have the mentality for "public life" envisioned by such a street, and 
many local merchants believed the move would scare away business. However, it 
proved a success and the area soon boasted more shoppers, cafes, and a renewed 
street life. Building on Strøget‟s success, the network expanded piecemeal – another 
street and a few more squares were emptied of cars in 1968, and further closures took 
place in 1973, 1980, and 1992. From the initial 15,800 square meters of the Strøget, 
Copenhagen‟s pedestrian network has expanded to about 100,000 square meters 
(Turner, 2008). 
3.2 Characteristics of Pedestrian Streets 
3.2.1 Climate 
Climatic conditions of the city and the streets are very important for pedestrians that 
they do not prefer to walk through a windy, full-shady, or full-sunny street. It will be 
hard to stroll in these cases so there should be some natural or artificial barriers or 
shady spots. 
3.2.2 Physical structure  
Physical characteristics of the pedestrian streets are the main things which sticks in 
peoples mind in the first time they visit there. They are basically the width of the 
street, the height of the blocks through the street, distances between the intersecting 
streets, lightness of the street, paving of the street, orienting elements (trees, street 
lamps… etc.), stabile street furniture. 
3.2.3 Location 
Location of the pedestrian streets matter because they have to be safe and inviting 
places. They are usually appear in city centers where the big percentage of the crowd 
visit, but if it is located in the suburb, then it should better be in the center of the 
district which will be inviting and where people frequently come by. 
3.2.4 Street facedes 
Street facades are the significant elements of the city and the streets hence they give 
them an identity. 
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As an example; pollution, disorder of nameplates of several shops, cafés…etc. or 
commercial billboards can be fixed with the monotype signboards. 
Windows of Shops and Cafés should also be attractive to catch people. They had 
better be wondering and visible from the street. 
3.2.5 Street furnitures 
Street furniture such as benches (or other seating such as low walls, planter edges or 
wide steps), gathering places, drinking fountains, newspaper racks, clocks, kiosks, 
recycling bins, public art, etc. can make pedestrian zones more interesting and 
inviting. However, if not well managed, street furniture can clutter the sidewalk and 
become a nuisance. It is important to maintain a sufficient clear space on the 
sidewalk for pedestrian movement and transit loading. 
 
Figure 3.3 Street Furniture – Lounger, adapted from Url-14. 
Lighting for sidewalks should be in pedestrian-scale and additional illumination 
should be provided at crosswalks and areas where higher pedestrian volumes are 
expected. 
3.2.6 Trees and landscaping 
Trees and landscaping are considered an essential infrastructure component of 
streets. They create comfortable spaces, help to manage storm water, improve air 
quality, remove pollutants, provide shade and reduce heat, add value to adjacent 
properties, buffer the sidewalk area from traffic, provide habitat and provide a 
distinctive identity. 
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Figure 3.4: Street Furniture – Bench, adapted from Url-4. 
 
Figure 3.5: Street Landscaping, adapted from Url-10. 
Pedestiranization in Continental -Europe, on the other hand, city centers and their 
public realm have been rediscovered as places where the increasing leisure time. 
People want to have a stage where they can see and be seen which has to offer 
spontaneous as well as planned events and in the first place, pedestrian precincts 
provide an excellent opportunity. 
The public realm is where the greatest amount of human contact and interaction takes 
place. It is all the parts of the urban fabric to which the public have physical and 
visual access. Thus, it extends from the streets, parks and squares of a town or city 
into the buildings, which enclose and line those (Tibbalds, 2000). 
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Pedestrianization is "to restrict vehicle access to a street of area for the exclusive use 
of pedestrians". This can only happen where premises, whether they are residential, 
shops or businesses, can be undertaken from another entrance, examples being back 
streets or underground facilities. 
 
Figure 3.6: Pedestrianized Street, USA, adapted from Url-2. 
3.3 Pedestrianization 
3.3.1 Importance of pedestrianization 
The importance of pedestrianization in developing countries is increasing 
continuously because the more vehicular access are overcoming in cities the less 
pedestrians attend in urban spaces. 
Pedestrianization aims to improve pedestrian‟s safety and mobility. Another 
important benefit is related to the environment. Major objectives for the 
pedestrianization are; 
 To improve pedestrian safety and mobility 
 To promote walking as a transport mode 
 To discourage access for non-essential vehicles 
 To improve overall pedestrian environment 
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 To preserve central city functions 
 To facilitate access for shoppers 
 To enhance city's image and identity 
 To reduce noise and air-pollution and 
 To improve a city's appearance 
It can help to reduce both noise and pollution by discouraging or restricting access of 
nonessential vehicles. Furthermore, it helps to promote walking as a transport mode 
by making the walking experience more enjoyable with attractive designs. It creates 
a pleasant environment that people can involve in different social, cultural and 
tourism activities as well and finally it is obvious that pedestrianization can improve 
the economical growing of that district. 
Pedestrian zone width is rather important, particularly in activity centers, growth 
centers, transit station areas and neighborhood commercial nodes, to accommodate a 
wide variety of activities and facilities. More width is desirable to accommodate bus 
shelters, sidewalk cafes, outdoor retail, street furniture, trees and landscaping, and 
storm water management. Streets are the arteries of communities – a community‟s 
success can depend on how well it is connected to local services. However, it is all 
too easy to forget that streets are not just there to get people from A to B. In reality, 
they are the tissue that connects and keeps alive the urban body of the city. They 
form vital components of residential areas and greatly affect the overall quality of 
life for local people (Hawkes, Sheridan, 2009). 
Pedestrians use twenty times less space than an automobile, and are able to 
communicate and interact with one another as they travel (Wallar, 1988). 
In Jane Jacobs' Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961), the author 
appreciates the significance of pedestrian traffic to a city's vitality: "Lowly, 
unpurposeful and random, as they may appear, sidewalk contracts are the small 
change from which a city's wealth of public life may grow." 
However, there can be disadvantages as well, although there are many advantages to 
removing automobile traffic from a street. Some may find it difficult to walk long 
distances with parcels. Personal safety becomes a concern for many when the sun 
goes down, especially if the pedestrian mall is in an area of high crime. These 
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concerns are being addressed in various ways in different cities. In Munich, lockers 
were placed in the subways for people to store their purchases. In some places, car-
free streets make space for public transportation to operate. On Nicollet Mall in 
Minneapolis, city buses were permitted along the street (Wallar, 1988). 
 
Figure 3.7: Street Performance for the Social Interaction, adapted from Url-28. 
In my opinion, it is important to link public and private transport with pedestrian 
precincts. Streets should not be too long or too far from bus – train - metro stations or 
car parks. They had also better be wide that meandering ways may decrease the 
safeness of the street. Moreover, these streets should not just be paths closed to 
traffic, but wisely and creatively paved with colorful bricks- stones and filled with 
greenery. The more streets transformed into interesting and catchy places, the more 
human interaction increase. 
Pedestrian connectivity is another important issue that a continuous walk way is 
desirable for public to stroll inside the city without any interruption. Such as in the 
Strøget example in Copenhagen, it is a 1.8 km long pedestrian zone, it traverses the 
inner city. Strøget is the most important shopping street in the city, which consists of 
several streets which is in the figure. 
The sidewalks were failed to satisfy the complete pedestrian traffic when the cars 
started to dominate the streets in old center so the Copenhagen‟s City Council 
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decided to establish a pedestrian zone in 1962. Now it is expanded with the small 
streets and squares and it is longest and largest pedestrian zone in the world. After 
the establishment of Strøget Copenhagen has started to hostile more and more 
tourists every year, besides the recovery in the economy is obviously seen. This zone 
is not just a shopping area, it also contains City‟s significant attraction points hence it 
is an important route to discover the city since it is located in the heart of the 
Copenhagen.  
 
Figure 3.8: Plan for Strøget, adapted from Url-12. 
3.3.2 Types of Pedestrianization 
In this thesis pedestrian ways are categorized into three types according to their 
levels from the street. 
 
 Figure 3.9: Strøget, adapted from Url-12. 
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3.3.2.1 Pedestrianization on the street level 
They are the most common types of pedestrian streets that they are basically formed 
with eliminating the vehicular traffic on the street(s). The most common form of a 
pedestrian zone in large cities is the pedestrian mall, a Street lined with storefronts 
and closed off to most automobile traffic, (Url-27).  Emergency vehicles have access 
at all times and delivery vehicles either are restricted to limited delivery hours or 
enter on the back streets. 
3.3.2.2 Pedestrianization under the street level – Under Ground City Model 
Montreal's underground pedestrian network, which began beneath the Central Station 
Complex, took off during the 1960s when Place Ville-Marie was built. This initial 
core would expand considerably with the construction of Place Bonaventure. The 
metro, which opened in 1966, would extend it much farther still. 
Here too, the transportation infrastructures criss cross and complement each other. 
The elegant Place Bonaventure metro station, for instance, designed by Montreal 
architect Victor Prus, links the CN complex with the rest of the city and allows 
pedestrians to reach Windsor Station without venturing outdoors. 
Other cities have tried to construct networks that are sheltering pedestrians from 
inclement weather, but the Montreal system is the world's longest and best known, 
with its kilometers of corridors and shopping promenades, has clearly managed to 
pull together all the right conditions to enjoy great popular success. 
 
Figure 3.10: Istiklal Street, Istanbul, Turkey, adapted from Url-27. 
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The underground city is still growing today. In recent years, a link has been added 
between Place Ville-Marie and shopping centers farther north, them linked to another 
metro line.  
Another recent connection gives access to the southeast, to the Stock Exchange tower 
and a new urban complex, and even to a gateway to the historic city center, where 
pedestrians can stroll along the narrow streets, outdoors (Url-26). 
 
Figure 3.11: Montreal Underground City Plan, adapted from Url-21. 
 
Figure 3.12: Montreal Underground City, adapted from Url-21. 
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This kind of pedestrian route is mostly used in cold climatic conditions to avoid 
people from snow, wind and cold. It links several functions such as stations, cafes, 
schools, hotels, shopping malls, large number of retail stores… etc. with meeting 
people‟s needs and desires while protecting them from the bad weather conditions. 
Negative Impacts of the Underground Pedestrian Networks 
However, the disadvantage of the system is that it does not help people to experience 
the city. It keeps them away from the street life, which leaves the streets unsafe and 
unattractive. People feel unsafe as well when they directed to use under the street 
level. 
3.3.2.3 Pedestrianization above the street level - Pedestrian Skyway System 
Pedestrian skyway system means any system of providing for pedestrian traffic 
circulation, mechanical or otherwise elevated above ground, within and without the 
public rights-of-way, and through or above private property and buildings, and 
includes overpasses, bridges, passageways, walkways, concourses, hallways, 
corridors, arcades, courts, plazas, malls, elevators, escalators, heated canopies and 
access and all fixtures, furniture, signs, equipment, facilities, services and 
appurtenances. The term shall include systems or portions of systems, which are built 
in the future. For purposes of this chapter, a pedestrian skyway system shall include 
stairways and escalators and tunnels leading from or into the skyway system from 
private buildings and areas under stairs and escalators leading to and connecting 
concourse corridors, in addition to stairs and escalators connecting the concourse 
corridors to public streets or other public property (Url-22). 
 
Figure 3.13: Minneapolis Skyway System, adapted from Url-23. 
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Figure 3.14: Minneapolis Skyway System, adapted from Url-23 
System of providing for pedestrian traffic circulation, mechanical or otherwise 
elevated above ground, within or without the public rights-of-way, and through or 
above private property and buildings, and including overpasses, bridges, 
passageways, walkways, concourses, hallways, corridors, arcades, courts, plazas, 
malls, elevators, escalators, heated canopies and access and all fixtures, furniture, 
signs, equipment, facilities, services and appurtenances (Url-18). 
In an urban setting, the development of a skyway system has been seen as an 
important facility to improve local environment, create the urban image, and enhance 
the prosperity of the area. At the same time, skyways can offer viewpoints for 
pedestrians to observe the city and enjoy the unique view of the urban streetscape. 
A skyway is a pedestrian walkway across the street and connecting adjacent 
buildings. On the other hand, it refers to a network of elevated walkways that link 
individual skyways and buildings. Skyway systems are usually linked to retail space, 
professional offices, and department stores in a city core. The idea of allocating 
pedestrians and vehicles into different layers was first proposed by Europeans (Hass-
Klau, 1990). The concept of segregating pedestrians from traffic, however, has 
mostly been realized in North America (Robertson, 1994). 
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Objectives of Developing Skyways 
Because of the inclement weather in winter, Minneapolis and St. Paul built skyway 
systems to protect pedestrian from the elements. On August 27, 1962, the first 
skyway in Minneapolis was opened, which instantly became a local scenic spot. 
Moreover, the skyway increased the property values of those second-story retailers 
and had attracted large numbers of people to the area. Consequently, the skyway 
system had been continuously developed in Minneapolis and had formed a traffic 
network in the city core (Larson, Kaufman, 1985). From then on, the major goal of 
building the skyway system to provide a climate-controlled environment had shifted 
to spur the city‟s economy. 
Benefits of Skyways 
To provide a pedestrian-friendly environment and encourage the commercial 
development in a city core are regarded as the three major and interrelated 
advantages of skyways. 
Creating Pedestrian-Friendly Environment 
Robertson (1994) argues that skyways can separate pedestrians from vehicular 
traffic, thus improving pedestrian safety. Moreover, skyway systems, which are 
connected to numerous buildings in downtown, allow pedestrians to freely stroll the 
city. A skyway system can also create a vibrant environment if it functions as well as 
the path described in Image of the City (Lynch, 1960), which provides vantage points 
for pedestrians to enjoy different views of the city. 
Encouraging Commercial Development 
Some cities not only build skyways for improving pedestrian space but also expect 
that skyways can attract suburbanites to downtown and therefore revitalize the 
downtown area. For instance, the retailing in downtown Minneapolis had been 
deteriorating before the erection of the skyway system. Minneapolis‟s retail sector, 
however, was able to recover after the city vigorously built skyways in its downtown. 
Skyways also caused the same effect in St. Paul, leading Kaufman (1985) to argue 
that skyway systems are capable of increasing the economic value of a multilevel 
city. 
Besides the ability to attract people downtown, Kaufman (1985) also credits the 
skyway system for assisting in transforming the city core into a popular spot with a 
mixture of land uses. He indicates that the skyway system has successfully linked 
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publicly owned buildings (e.g., the city hall), private office buildings, communities, 
and open space, thus forming a complete pedestrian network in the city core. In 
consequence, the skyway system helps stimulate the economic development. 
Managing Climatic Problems 
In Northern cities, which have long and dark winters, hence skyways are the havens 
to make them livable in the winter. Skyways are the climate-controlled tunnels that 
people travel in, towards shopping centers, office buildings, food courts, recreational 
places… etc. Northern cities have the common problem of opposing weather 
conditions that people spend less time in the outside as far as possible. 
On the other hand, they need a solution to keep the city attracted and vibrant. These 
tunnels link the activity places in the city center without affected from the bad 
weather.  
Negative Impacts of the Skyways 
First, skyways keep pedestrians from walking on the sidewalks, affect the vitality at 
Street level, and influence the public‟s sensation, visual or mental, regarding the 
image of the city.  
Furthermore, skyways are usually linked to professional offices, luxury hotels, high-
end stores, and expensive condominiums, thus resulting in a downtown that is 
perceived as elitist (Robertson, 1993). Sometimes it seems a little quiet on the streets, 
which was another common problem. The skyways are all located on private 
property. This is not an issue on weekdays when things are busy, but on weekends, 
some all-office buildings will close up shop and skyway walkers will suddenly 
encounter a dead end.  
However according to my opinion they can be linked between public buildings or 
open spaces as well, hence they do not have to stick to the commercial buildings 
opening hours and can always be opened for the public which is another negative 
impact for the most skyway examples in the world. Minneapolis can be a good 
example with its popular, pioneering skyway system. Skyways are probably the most 
identifiable thing about downtown Minneapolis.  
Worst of all the system, opportunities to connect between the street and the skyway 
level is rare and most of them are in building lobbies, which are subject to private 
control.  
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The situation can cause a confusing network that only the experienced can navigate 
well. 
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4. CASE STUDY – STOCKHOLM CENTRAL DISTRICT 
Stockholm is one of the important capitals of Europe, which takes place in the 
Sweden, Scandinavia. It is built on 14 islands where Lake Mälaren meets the Baltic 
Sea and lies on 188km2 with the population of 800.000. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Development Chart for Stockholm, adapted from Url-1. 
The earliest mention of Stockholm in writing dates from 1252. According to the 
Erikskrönikan chronicle in early 14th century, the town of Stockholm and its castle 
were founded by Birger Jarl. The original island of Stadsholmen, today‟s 
Old Town, captures the northern and southern channels between the Lake Mälaren 
and the waters of the inner Stockholm archipelago. Such strategic location allowed 
the fortified town to protect and control the trading activities at that time. 
The strategic and economic importance of the city made Stockholm an important 
factor in relations between the Danish Kings of the Kalmar Union and the national 
independence movement in the 15th century. Sweden left the union in 1523 under 
King Gustav Vasa and he established his royal power in Stockholm. The city 
continued to grow and expanded out of the original island to the south Södermalm 
area and the North Norrmalm area.  
In 17th century, the most important urban development of Sweden took place in 
Stockholm, which its status as national capital has been firmly established. 
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Rebuilding took place in the western parts of the Old Town after the fire in 1625. 
Meanwhile, Södermalm and Norrmalm continued to develop and what might be 
called the first city plan for Stockholm was drawn up in 1640. After the destruction 
of the old castle by fire in 1697, Nicodemus Tessin the Younger was commissioned 
to design a new palace, as well as A Brief History of the Development of Stockholm 
the palace grounds. He opened the palace to the north, creating an axis from the 
palace‟s façade, through the Norrbro Bridge, to the Gustav Adolfs Torg. 
As the city became denser, noisy and dirty in mid 18th century, the nobility and the 
wealthy, as well as some middle class, retreated from the city center to build their 
summer residences in areas outside the city boundaries. In the beginning of 19th 
century, all forms of activity in Stockholm were at a very low level. One reason for 
this was the stagnation in the population figures. It was not until 1850s that the 
industries and city services improvement began to gather speed. The new and 
blooming industries absorbed hundred thousands of new Stockholmers. At the same 
time, the development of drainage system, railways and tramway systems, and the 
remarkable town plan in 1866 and Building Decree in 1874, became new energy for 
the growth of the city. 
Modernization of Stockholm continued in 20th century under the influence of 
Functionalism and technology advance, etc... Urbanization took place in form of 
suburb developments and urban renewal. Towards the end of the century, Stockholm 
became the biggest city in Sweden, as well as a major metropolitan in the northern 
Europe (Url-1). 
In the second half of 19th century, since the new industries came up, Stockholm 
turned into an important trade center. As a reason of industrialization, city had also 
started to be transformed such as many streets were paved, a railway system 
constructed which helped to increase the population and strengthen the relations 
between suburbs as well as other countries in due time. 
In the late 19th century, a chamber leaded by Albert Lindhagen, suggested a city plan 
project for the ridges of the Stockholm, which offers citizens light, fresh air and 
access to the city‟s nature by the mean of parks and open spaces. With this goal, his 
team proposed a system of pedestrian streets ending in Sveavägen. It was a 2km 
long, 70 m wide boulevard inspired by Champs Elyse‟s. 
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Figure 4.2: Albert Lindhagen‟s City plan for Stockholm, 1866, adapted from Url-17. 
Essentially Stockholm has a continuous urban development since the middle of the 
20thcentury with the spreading suburbs. First, they focused on the transportation 
infrastructure and after that, they started to develop some suggestions for the city 
center. 
Date back to the late 19th century, since there was lack of land companies in the city, 
Stockholm City Council had taken the initiative role of purchasing land, developing 
master plans, implementing town plans and selling on. In addition, In the process of 
urbanization, the planning procedure and strategy have been revised subsequently 
after the 1874 Building Decree. 
Turning to 20th century, the city of Stockholm began to expand drastically. The 
continuing shift from agriculture to manufacturing and service industries led to larger 
populations in large and medium-sized cities. In Stockholm, the population was 
doubled in the first half of the century. The study of the 1962 downtown plan will 
look at how the planning of CBD achieves a vibrant pedestrian zone (Url-1). 
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4.1. The 1962 Downtown Plan 
Integrating with the traffic circulation plan of the inner city, the 1962 downtown plan 
indicated that the city of Stockholm had a strong will to create a vibrant commercial 
center that meets high standards of function and environmental design, as well as 
create a complete pedestrian network for downtown events. A zoning plan, published 
about the same time, defined the appropriate boundaries between residential and 
commercial land uses. By preserving parts of the inner city as purely residential 
areas, a critical mass of population is kept in the inner city to support varies 
commercial and cultural activities. 
The downtown plan incorporated a traffic tunnel course beneath the CBD, with exit 
ramps leading to centrally located parking garages, which will be distributed over the 
downtown area to maintain walking distances of less than 800 feet. In the Hötorgs 
city complex, five office skyscrapers rise above a 2-storey podium containing stores 
and restaurants, and links to the adjacent buildings by sky bridges 
(www.arch.umd.edu). 
Since then Stockholm has always been a ground for urban development projects 
from regional to spatial developments that it is still being improved. 
 
Figure 4.3: Development of the Old Town, adapted from Url-1. 
4.2. Pedestrian Streets in Sweden’s City Centers 
City centers in Sweden were threatened by a new enemy starting in the 1950s: The 
Private automobile. The increasing use of the automobile was clearly incompatible 
with the cultural, economic, and physical fabric of city centers, most of which were 
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designed to accommodate the efficient movement of pedestrians and mass transit. 
Consequently, the narrow streets were clogged with vehicular traffic noise and air 
pollution approached critical levels, the conversation of historic buildings became 
increasingly difficult, walking was becoming a more dangerous activity, and a way 
of life characteristics to city centers for generations was in great peril.  
In response to this problem, most Swedish cities prepared traffic management plans 
during the 1960s and 1970s, which, among other strategies, recommended that 
pedestrian-only streets be created within the commercial core of the city center. The 
resulting pedestrian streets came in many forms, but most commonly were located 
along a central corridor – usually a few linear blocks along the traditional main 
shopping street – where pedestrian transportation was given the highest priority. In 
1961, Lund, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Helsingborg were among the first cities in 
Sweden to restrict automobiles from selected central streets and by the end of the 
decade, 35 cities possessed pedestrian streets (Gunnarson and Lindstrorm, 1969). 
The interface between pedestrians and other forms of transportation is a key 
objective of comprehensive traffic management. Many Swedes use bicycles for 
commuting purposes. According to Pucher (1990) a higher percentage (49%) of 
transport trips are made by pedestrians and bicyclists in Sweden than in any other 
European country. 
4.3 Linking Pedestrian Streets of the East and West of the Sveavägen 
Sveavägen is the major street of Stockholm City, which starts from Sergels Torg in 
the city center and goes north out of the city that ends with the Hagapark. It is a 33 m 
wide four-lane street surrounded by the average high of 20 m buildings on both sides. 
The street is directed from north to south of central Stockholm that separates its East 
and West. Beside its transportation domination, it is also popular with its retail 
stores, cafés and restaurants, which make it attractive. It intersects with the secondary 
important streets Kungsgatan and Odengatan that this situation strengthens its 
significance. 
The best way to experience a city is to walk it. On the both side of this significant 
street, there are pedestrian streets take place and some of them are disconnected. In 
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this thesis, a linkage proposal is put forward to correlate the city‟s pedestrian streets 
in the central district.  
 
Figure 4.4: Sveavägen and the Central District 
 
Figure 4.5: Sveavägen, adapted from Url-13. 
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Figure 4.6: Sveavägen, adapted from Url-3. 
People who live in Stockholm have high walking speed, which is proved by Richard 
Wiseman in his study on people walking speed. Stockholm is one of the faster 
walking cities in the world. Even the auto walks in the subway stations are faster 
than their normal speed. This high-speed movement is explained by two related 
factors that they affect and be affected by pedestrians walking speed. 
 Weather conditions 
 Ease of access 
 
Figure 4.7: Affecting Factors of Pedestrian Walking Speed 
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When we consider Stockholm, we find out that most of people walk.  On the other 
hand, in the hard climatic conditions they feel to walk faster so the network for 
pedestrians supposed to be excellent. Thus, it leads us that weather conditions require 
ease of access in transportation.  
Furthermore, one of the reasons why a continuous network is needed in Stockholm is 
to prevent public giving up walking rather than taking a motorized vehicle. Although 
parking is expensive in the central district and many people walk still can be chaotic 
hours in traffic.  As a consequently a pedestrian network is needed to exist in city life 
and make it vital and attractive.  
The network should be inviting that catching people‟s attention is the key point to 
make the project realistic and successful. Connecting the east and west part of the 
city on foot is the main decision to relate them and to encourage people to walk 
without interruption. 
 
Figure 4.8: Land use Plan for Stockholm City Center 
First, the primary suggestion is to stop the car traffic on the East of Jakobergsgatan 
where it intersects with Biblioteksgatan. The aim is to link it between the proposed 
new square in front of the Hötorget Tunnelbana on the Mallmskillnadgatan.  
Secondly, main approach to the city center is to connect pedestrian streets on the 
both side of the Sveavägen which will equalize the social difference as well. 
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Figure 4.9: Current Traffic Plan for Jakobergsgatan 
 
Figure 4.10: Proposed Traffic Plan for Jakobergsgatan 
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Figure 4.11: Current Pedestrian Streets in Stockholm Central District 
 
Figure 4.12: Proposed Pedestrian Streets in Stockholm Central District 
There are four critical nodes to be improved in this proposal. 
 Connection of pedestrian areas 
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 Rooftop terrace of the Hötorgshusen‟s 2nd floors  
 Passage between first and second Hötorgshusen. 
 Hötorget Tunnelbana entrance from Mallmskillnadgatan  
In beginning, first outstanding thing in the satellite photos were the courtyards that 
almost 80% of the city have.  Main reason of those courtyards is to take advantages 
of the sunlight as much as possible, since Sweden has short days.  Therefore, I 
started my proposal with three glazed roofs to take effect of the courtyards. First, one 
is the roof of the passage between first and second   Hötorgshusen‟s and two others 
are current department stores‟.  
Second approach is the connection of the pedestrian areas. Since the area has 
difference of levels, best solution is the skyway that gives better conditions for 
people who are suffered by the Stockholm weather, as well.  
While creating a connection with a skyway, first critical point is to make it 
accessible. Except the storey‟s it crosses, the passage between first and second   
Hötorgshusen‟s is an important access point, which increase its significance in the 
mean time.  
On the other hand, rooftop terrace of Hötorgshusen‟s second floors was a dead space 
that some infrastructure details are taken place, which shows blot on the landscape. 
However this space can be more effective with a terrace garden, since then it makes 
another part of the proposal.  
It is designed as a teracce garden since the Stockholmers love teracces and  lawns to 
lay which also helps preventing  the blot on the siluethe of Hötorgshusens with a 
successful landscape design. 
On the other hand, entrance point of the skyway is an lay by area where prostitution 
takes place on nights. Therefore this place has to be redesigned. This entrance 
increase the spatial  importanceof the street which is to be dead although it has a 
subway access point. So by the skyway proposal the street will be improved and 
reminds people this subway entrance who avoid being there because of the useless 
lay by. Thus,  the sidewalk is expanded. 
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Figure 4.13: Rooftop Design of Hötorgshusen‟s second floors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Current Lay By on Malmskillnadgatan 
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      Figure 4.15: Current Lay By on Malmskillnadgatan 
 
Figure 4.16: Proposed design on Malmskillnadgatan 
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Figure 4.17: Proposed design on Malmskillnadgatan 
One of the other important reasons to improve this area is that it is the connection 
point with the East part of the pedestrian streets and the skyway. Therefore, it 
supposed to be inviting.  To make it inviting, the lay by is cancelled and it is turned 
into a small square with a small café inside.  
4.3.1 Skyway proposal 
The primary reason to suggest a skyway is to link pedestrians from east to west of 
Sveavägen without interrupting with any traffic while preventing them from wind, 
snow or rain. Weather condition is the most important factor that shapes this 
proposal. 
It starts from the entrance floor of the Hötorget Tunnelbana, in Mallmskillnadgatan, 
go outside from the second floor in Sveavägen, passes through between 2nd and 3rd 
Hötorgshusen while opens terrace garden, crosses inside of the two department stores 
on Sergel Gatan and Drottninggatan and lands people on the street level with both an 
elevator and stairs on Drottninggatan.  
It is covered by glass so that it will be both safer and interesting. The roof of the 
skyway will be covered with glass in order to have sunlight as much as possible. 
People often avoid of getting in a closed place in public places that they find it 
dangerous because crime rates are high in these kinds of places. Therefore, it is 
suggested to cover it with glass in order to feel safe and to feel like walking outside. 
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At the same time, it will be more inviting. Inside there will be kiosks to meet the 
general need of users such as coffee stands, newspaper kiosks... etc. 
Facts about the skyway: 
Width: 7m 
Height: 4.2m 
Total Area: 1225m2 
12m height above the Sveavägen 
 
 
Figure 4.18: Entrance of the Skyway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.19: View from inside of the Skyway 
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Figure 4.20: View from inside of the Skyway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.21: View from inside of the Skyway 
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Despite the loss of views caused by skywalks, it must be pointed out that the elevated 
walkways do create new and interesting vantage points. New second–story, midstreet 
perspectives offer opportunities to see the city in fresh and sometimes enlightening 
ways. However, these vantage points have been gained at the expense of street-level 
vistas, which are sometimes rudely interrupted.  
 
Figure 4.22: General View of the Proposal Design 
 
 
Figure 4.23: View of Landscaping and Terraces next to Skyway  
4.3.2 Green roof proposal 
Air and water pollution, storm water, greening the environment, social sustainability 
are issues that green roof is one of best solution to deal with them and that is the 
reason why green roof strategies are promoting all over the world. Every 
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organization is trying to adopt green roof to its own need and localized it according 
to its demands and hopefully green roof is the right answer to them.  
Mainspring of suggesting a green rooftop is to create a space for public with the aim 
of escaping from the dominant effect of the surrounding buildings. In the central core 
of Stockholm, the greenery areas are Vasaparken, Observatorielunden, 
Tegnerlunden, Humblegården, Berzelii Park, Kungsträdgården and the garden of 
Klara Kyrka.  Beside them, Stockholm City center does not have enough green open 
space since there are mostly high-rise buildings in the central district. 
 
Figure 4.24: Greenery Areas in the Central Core of Stockholm 
Table 4.1: Area of green spaces - City of Stockholm – 1999, Urban Planning 
Department, City of Stockholm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During my research The High Line Project which is designed in New York City and 
opened to public on 2009, gave me inspiration about green terraces and corridors. 
The High Line is a public park built atop an abandoned railroad viaduct elevated 
Area of the 
municipality 
(excluding 
water surfaces) 
Area 
of all 
green 
spaces: 
12 large parks, 
each measuring 
over 100ha: 
Neighborhood 
and walking 
parks, 
community 
gardens 
Woods, 
former farm 
fields 
(fallow), 
owned by 
the 
municipality 
187km2 85m2 34km2 32km2 19km2 
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above the streets on the Manhattan's West Side, in New York City. It  reminds a 
green connector between neighborhoods  
 
Figure 4.25: The High Line Project, adapted from Url-25. 
 
Figure 4.26: The High Line Project, adapted from Url-25. 
Therefore it is determined that it will be feasible to create a public terrace garden. 
Primary reason for planting this area is to make infrastructure details keep out of 
sight from the view of skyway and Sveavägen. Secondary reason is to give people an 
open green space, which is worthful in city center.  
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This place is accessible from the passage between first and second Hötorgshusen and 
the skyway as well as the Hötorgshusen buildings and Master Samuelsgatan. It will 
also be used effectively as a pocket park reminding a green corridor.  
 
Figure 4.27: Proposed Green Roof Top 
Accces to these terraces is designed from both inside the passage between 1st and 
3nd Hötorgshuset with an escalator and elevator, the skyway and from 
Mallmskillnadsgatan. Thus the area is accessible and safe both in day time and 
evening. Since it has an opening on Mallmskillnadsgatan, it is safe and gains a public 
identity.  
 
Figure 4.28: Access from Mallmskillnadsgatan 
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Figure 4.29: Access from Sveavägen 
 
Figure 4.30: Key for the Section Below 
 
Figure 4.31: Section for Green Roof Access from Sveavägen 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FINAL DISCUSSION 
In my opinion, walkability is a qualitative measurement for pedestrian precincts. It is 
essential in pedestrian precincts that they have wide walkways, street lighting, 
interesting paving which differs it from the other streets, etc. and it is better if there is 
not any disturbing street furniture or landscaping. 
A city should have a continuous pedestrian network such as a zone where the priority 
is given to the pedestrians rather than vehicles, in order to keep it alive, to encourage 
people to walk, to have an environment friendly city. This result is obtained from the 
several examples from the world but the Strøget was the major model, which is 
inspired from. Montreal – Underground city model is another important example, 
which sustains city‟s livability during the hard weather situations to cope with, but 
the negative effect is that it leaves the streets empty.  
On the other hand, landscape image of a city center is always an attracting factor for 
public to spend time in the central district; they need open spaces to rest at least. 
There should be continuity between green lots as well as pedestrian streets to orient 
and attract people one to another interaction place to increase the social relationship. 
The reason that I focus on urban parks is to emphasize the necessity and importance 
of green areas in city life, since they reduce the dense effect of concrete and steel 
buildings, especially in CBD.  
As far as I am concerned, because of the rising emphasis on private automobiles, 
Stockholm has a disconnection on walkability between the East and West of the 
Sveavägen in the central core. It has a different image as well on the pedestrian 
streets since while the east part addresses high-income group, the west part hostiles 
the middle class group. To relate those two social groups, a proposal is designed with 
an alternative connection above Sveavägen. 
The connection is provided with the pedestrian skyway, which starts and ends with a 
social interaction node since they have public transportation stations and resting 
spaces as well. This skyway proposal invites people from Drottninggatan-which is 
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the most important pedestrian shopping street on the west of Sveavägen and leads 
them through Biblioteksgatan to the east of Sveavägen, which holds luxurious shops, 
and popular nightclubs of Stockholm City. 
 
Figure 5.1: Final Situation of the Pedestrian Network in Stockholm City Center 
Together with this linkage proposal, it is expected that Stockholm City Center will 
reach the balance of the social groups between east and west part of Sveavägen and 
there will be noticeable continuity for the pedestrians since they use the skyway, they 
will not be disturbed by vehicle traffic.  
Sveavägen will be affected visually that this skyway will be the second overpass 
across the street between approximately 100 meters, which will also provide 
pedestrians a viewpoint above the middle of the street that this is the reason to cover 
it with glass. They will feel as they walking outside but in the same time, they will be 
protected from wind, snow or rain. 
During the design process when I consider the façade characteristics of Norrmalm 
Part of Stockholm, it did not make me feel any hesitation about adapting the skyway 
into the landscape image of the city. Because Norrmalm does not reflect the spirit of 
the Old Town –Gamla Stan- since it is more modern with steel and glass facades.  
Kiosks and Cafés will have a long period of opening hours, which will enhance the 
safety. Furthermore social interaction will be increased with the proposed resting 
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areas because they will be more inviting with their well-conceived design and catch 
people‟s attention and routing to the subway entrances‟ will be designed 
conspicuously which is another important factor to support the “Stockholm‟s Metro 
Art”. 
 
Figure 5.2: Final View of the Sveavägen 
Beside these, with the landscaping both on the rooftop of the passages and in Sergel 
Gatan, they will have a better ambiance with a landscaping in front of the entrance of 
the proposed passage. This design will appeal and make a sensation on public with 
increasing the visibility through the whole street hence they will keep the place vital. 
One of the most apparent reasons for Stockholm‟s minimalist street design approach 
is that the streets are too narrow and crowded with people to contain amenities such 
as benches, landscaping... etc. Hence, Sergel Gatan is a comparatively wider street; 
landscaping and seating units are used in order to provide people their necessity of 
street image.  
As a conclusion, this linkage will enrich the area in the radius of Biblioteksgatan and 
Drottninggatan with both its visua, functional and social benefit. 
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